In the seventy years since Shirley Temple was America's sweetheart, the fundamentally pedophilic appeal of her star persona has become increasingly apparent. In spite of the recognition that our present era is overtly more obsessed with issues of child pornography and pedophilia, Temple's body was nevertheless constructed as an intensely erotic spectacle in her films from the 1930s. In an era of motion picture history that explicitly forbade the on-screen representation of adult sexuality, the adorable toddler supplanted Mae West as the largest box office draw in the nation. Whereas West's excessive, undisciplined body had been the bane of censors and was one of the motivating factors of the 1934 Production Code, the erotic appeal of the body of the child star was inextricable from its supposed innocence. 1 Yet as Ann duCille has observed, "The dutifully cheerful and obliging child actress may have been innocent, but her films were not." 2 As scholar Donald Bogle has argued, both West and Temple maintained affectionate, almost familial on-screen relationships with their black servants -a bond that distinguished them from other white stars of their era. 3 More important, these two sirens shared space in the erotic imagination of American audiences. With the Code's demonization of mature sexual relationships, West's erotic surplus value was deposited into the pint-sized receptacle of Temple. 4 In her own infantile way, Temple was no less irresistible to men than West had been. This displacement of adult sexuality onto the body of a child involved an industrywide fetishization in which Temple's infantile sexuality was both deliberately manufactured and scrupulously preserved. As Twentieth Century Fox executive Darryl Zanuck commanded, "Keep her skirts high. Have co-stars lift her up whenever possible to create the illusion now selling so well. Preserve babyhood." 5 It is clear that Temple's innocenceand those signature shots of her underpants -were crucial to her erotic appeal.
Temple's films were structured by what Gaylyn Studlar -in relation to Mary Pickford -has called a "pedophilic gaze," or what can be described as the obsessive looking at, eroticizing, and idealizing of the child body. 6 Certainly, Fox capitalized on the diminutive star's "sexy little body" by insistently showing off Temple's precocious physical charms through costume, framing, lighting, and camerawork more appropriate to a leading romantic interest than to a child in diapers. Furthermore, by continuously featuring her as the child "love interest" or de facto "wife" of a perennially single or widowed adult male, Fox (and later Paramount) constructed Temple as a significantly less problematic romantic partner than her adult female counterparts. Shunning the "predatory" desire of adult women in favor of the devoted adulation of this perennial Daddy's girl, the manufacture of pedophilic desire disavowed the perceived threat of mature female sexuality.
What I aim to prove in this essay is that Temple's films were not only "not innocent" but actually "guilty" of mobilizing the pedophilic gaze to (insufficiently) suture the festering wound of racial violence that had defined the ideological parameters of American cinema since D. W. Griffith's Birth of a Nation (US, 1915) . By return-ing to the paradigm of interracial relations established primarily by Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852) (first adapted for the screen by Edwin S. Porter in 1903, and rearticulated in Griffith's early shorts His Trust [US, 1911] and His Trust Fulfilled [US, 1911] ), Temple's films reimagined a harmonious relationship between a devoted black man and an all-but-orphaned white child. In doing so, they supplanted Birth's destructive fantasy of lustful interracial violence with a demeaning vision of loyal subservience. Yet, as the following essay shall demonstrate, Temple's films did much more than update Uncle Tom's legacy for Depressionera audiences.
Films such as The Little Colonel (dir. David Butler, US, 1935), The Littlest Rebel (dir. David Butler, US, 1935), and Dimples (dir. William A. Seiter, US, 1936) attempted to reconcile the imaginary "sin" of miscegenation by superimposing their own fantasy of interracial, intergenerational romance over the vision of racial violence "written in lighting" by Griffith. Of course, the success of this complex maneuver depended on Temple's infantilism. Though it was not always publicly articulated as such at the time, this appeal was largely pedophilic. While many critics, including Ed Guerrero, Thomas Cripps, and Bogle have regarded films such as The Little Colonel and The Littlest Rebel as "functions of escape and reassurance" that work to "contain and structure" the disturbed model of race relations supplied by Birth via their infantilization and domestication of the black male star, the particularly charged relationship between these films, as well as the significance of their shared namesake, remains undertheorized. 7 It is the goal of this essay to interrogate the mutual interest these films have in staging an interracial, intergenerational plantation fantasy to understand the crucial roles that these highly charged screen memories play in the pedophilic organization of our racial unconscious.
In Temple's films, contemporary viewers were encouraged to assume the child as the desired object choice. This assumption had obvious erotic dimensions for male spectators, who would have been sutured into the position of the child star's on-screen love interest and protector by identifying with the male protagonists in her films. As Gilbert Seldes noted in a 1935 article for Esquire that astutely compared the respective appeal of Temple and West, Temple's maneuvers often produced a "growl of satisfaction" from the men in her audience. 8 The novelist Graham Greene described a similar phenomenon in his scandalous review of Captain January (dir. David Butler, US, 1936), when he noted the "gasp of excited expectation" from her audience of middle-aged men. 9 Lacking the threat that adult femme fatales exuded, Temple was constructed to fulfill an "everyman's" fantasy of the child-woman's sex appeal, sweetness, and availability.
But if adult men wanted to have Temple as their own adoring companion, female children often wanted to be her or, in any case, be just like her. 10 For a generation of children and adolescents growing up during the Great Depression, Temple was indeed the primary ego ideal. 11 And yet by identifying with her and her roles, children placed themselves in the fraught position of the pedophile's muse. To want to be Shirley Temple was, in some part, to want to be appreciated, loved, coddled, and stroked by adult men, as Temple's characters inevitably were. In this sense, duCille's confession is particularly appropriate: "I wanted to be Shirley Temple. That is, I wanted that trademark Shirley Temple . . . ability to charm the pants off old codgers -or, better still, virile young men." 12 Yet as Blake Stimson has demonstrated, this desire was not exclusive to young female children but may have extended to homosexual male children as well. 13 Through their manufacture of a pedophilic gaze, Temple's films established their tiny star as both exemplary erotic innocent and as ego ideal. Yet it was through this pedophilic structure of desire and identification that Temple's films attempted to disguise their fundamentally white supremacist point of view. By rendering her frequent costar Bill "Bojangles" Robinson the very definition of racial and sexual subservience, Temple's films attempted to normalize and domesticate the project of black male castration that Birth had literally enacted on screen. Indeed, it was on the seemingly innocent, enticing body of their child star that Temple's films performed a complex gesture of racial and sexual resignification that endowed the actress with an irresistible racial and sexual potency. By conflating white vulnerability and white power in Temple's compact body, these films surreptitiously combined Birth's twin emblems of white purity -Big Brother and Little Sister -into one dimpled baby-girl phallus.
Irresistible Pedophilia
Critics and scholars have accounted for Temple's appeal in fascinating if contradictory ways. As early as the mid-thirties, the British novelist Greene pointed to the blatant sex appeal and "dimpled depravity" of Temple's "well-developed rump" and "voluptuous" body in his reviews of her films Captain January and Wee Willie Winkie (dir. John Ford, US, 1937). 14 (It was this kind of provocative praise that prompted Temple's parents and Twentieth Century Fox to file a successful libel suit against Greene and the magazine that published his ribald reviews for insinuating that the studio had procured Temple for "immoral purposes.") Yet in spite of her obvious talent, it was no secret that the darling of American screens was also blessed with "the same erotic savoir faire that made Marlene Dietrich the queen of sex, sin, and song." 15 Though official rhetoric at Twentieth Century Fox might have coded Greene's lascivious interest in Temple as "immoral," her erotic appeal was deliberately marketed in a series of shorts known as Baby Burlesks, in one of which Temple famously appeared as Morelegs Sweet Trick, a Lilliputian femme fatale, complete with feathers, sequins, and plenty of skin. In another short, Kid 'n' Africa (dir. Jack Hays, US, 1936), Temple played a colonial missionary on a quest to civilize the miniature tribesmen of the Dark Continent. Captured by a group of diapered black savages, Shirley is eventually rescued -in a Griffithian nick of time -by a white toddler playing Tarzan. As the following analysis shall demonstrate, Temple continued to "save" blacks from themselves throughout her career, but she soon abandoned Tarzan for one awesomely domesticated savage as her on-screen romantic interest.
Temple's appeal for Depression-era audiences was both unique and complex. Unparalleled in popularity, Temple was the reigning box office figure between 1935 and 1938, a startling fact when one remembers these as the same years during which adult female leading ladies such as Katharine Hepburn, Dietrich, and Greta Garbo reigned on American screens. Although she was famous by the age of four and dubbed "Little Miss Miracle" at six, Temple's popularity and fortunes had already begun to decline by the time she was ten. 16 Starring in many of the same roles that had made both Pickford and Mary Miles Minter "America's sweethearts" during the silent era, Temple presented an appeal that was dependent on her ability to disavow the threat of adult female sexuality without relinquishing the erotic appeal of her innocence.
As Greene's comments and subsequent legal predicament suggest, however, the balance between innocence and eroticism was difficult to maintain in the promotion of child stars. The simultaneous desire to mobilize the pedophilic gaze and to disavow it proved a complex maneuver for Hollywood studios, especially in an age of mass entertainment when the offscreen lives of stars were as captivating to audiences as their on-screen performances. As Studlar points out, the press constantly manipulated Pickford's private life to promote the illusions of her youthful authenticity and erotic innocence -an increasingly Sisyphean task considering the star's advanced age during the height of her popularity as "Our Little Mary." 17 And as the scandalous career of Minter demonstrates, these tensions -between public and private, between innocence and eroticism -were not necessarily eradicated when Hollywood featured truly youthful stars in the roles of America's prepubescent darlings. 18 Unlike Pickford, Lillian Gish, and Mae Marsh, who were able to portray female ingenues well into their adult decades without courting the pedophilic scandals that had virtually ended Minter's career, Temple's appeal was bound by her age. Temple did not merely have to look like a child; she had to be one. Whereas Pickford's success was tied to what Studlar has described as the "unconscious sexual force of the actress's blurring of the boundaries between 'womanliness' and a masquerade of childishness," Temple's embodiment of childhood was no masquerade. 19 It is no accident that Temple's stardom emerged almost simultaneously with Pickford's retirement in 1933 (220). With the advent of the sound era, many of the crude forms of pantomime that had been a hallmark of the silent era -including child impersonationbegan to seem increasingly obsolete. As with the racial masquerade of blackface, the popular practice of adult stars impersonating children had begun to seem antiquated by the sound era. 20 Increasingly, American audiences wanted real children and real African Americans to entertain them, especially if those more "authentic" bodies would continue to parody both childhood and blackness in ways consistent with the fraught tradition of racial and juvenile impersonation.
The Birth of a Nation as Primal Scene
Both the impersonation of blackness (by white actors in blackface) and the impersonation of children (by grown women) were essential to the orchestration of racial hysteria in Griffith's The Birth of a Nation. Here blackness and childishness referred not to any corporeal or somatic "truth" about the bodies on which these signs were produced, but to discourses of repression at work in Griffith's obsessive project. And it is to The Birth of a Nation's most hysterical primal scene that I now turn to better understand the urgency with which Temple's films attempted to manage their Griffithian legacy: the trauma of interracial desire.
In a history overdetermined by spectacles of eroticized racial violence, the most infamous primal scene of American cinema remains the murderous pursuit of Little Sister by the renegade Negro, Gus, in Griffith's racist epic. Based on Thomas Dixon's bestselling 1905 novel The Clansman, and bolstered by citations from Woodrow Wilson's History of the American People (1902), The Birth of a Nation claimed that the postbellum Ku Klux Klan had reunited the still divided nation of the reconstruction era through the torture and elimination of African Americans.
Dripping with lust for the forbidden fruit of the white man's garden, Gus (played by Walter Long, a Caucasian actor in blackface) chases the virginal Flora Cameron (Mae Marsh) through the woods where she has strayed. Terrified, Flora tries to escape. When she can no longer evade him, she jumps off a steep precipice. As Little Sister dies, her Big Brother Ben Cameron (Henry Walthall) cradles her limp body in his arms in a strangely incestuous inversion of the classic Pietà pose. Equally renowned for its "classic" depiction of racial violence and for the specifically American miscegenation fantasy it imagines, the sequence provides the foundation for what has become a "normative scheme" or paradigm for representing racial and sexual identity in American culture. 21 Pedophilic dyads structure The Birth of a Nation both literally and symbolically. In a film boasting no fewer than four attempted violations of white women by black men, it is the attempted rape of Flora that most conspicuously and effectively condenses the threat of (and disavowed desire for) miscegenation with the allure of pedophilia. By casting Marsh as the imperiled Little Sister, Griffith visually and psychologically enhanced the supposed vulnerability of white femininity, which thus played in even starker contrast to the bestiality of the victimizer.
The anxieties that motivate Birth's reactionary politics revolve around both racial and sexual difference. While the black man emerges as Birth's primary villain, the white woman is regarded as an equivalent threat to white patriarchy, especially in the context of the suffrage movement and the emergence of the New Woman. In his attempt to disavow this threat of female sexual agency, Griffith was quick to realize the heightened emotional appeal of casting young, vulnerable girls opposite the invented figure of the large black brute. 22 As Michael Rogin has argued, "The regression to the presexual virgin and the invention of the black demon went hand in hand." 23 Yet as the following genealogy demonstrates, Griffith's stake in infantilizing his victims extended beyond his desire to demonize black masculinity and to elicit sympathy from his audience.
Pedophilic miscegenation serves as the primary catalyst for the "heroic" trajectory of Birth's subsequent plot. To avenge the attempted rape and death of his sister, Big Brother Ben Cameron forms the Ku Klux Klan to rid the postbellum nation of the "black peril" and the threat of miscegenation. In doing so, he asserts his phallic mastery over both blacks and women -the two groups whose desires he has been scarcely able to control until this point. As the "Little Colonel," Ben transforms from a grieving, almost maternal figure of suffering into the epitome of virile white masculinity, capable of commanding legions of sheathed phallic avengers to rescue white women.
In his book American Racist: The Life and Films of Thomas Dixon, the historian Anthony Slide suggests that the nickname "Little Colonel" was used "because Walthall was a somewhat diminutive actor in his mid-thirties, whereas in the novel, Ben is described as tall and a dozen years older than Walthall." 24 While this observation partially accounts for the changes made to Dixon's text, it does not account for the significance this namesake has in Griffith's film, both symbolically and psychologically. It also does not account for Griffith's use of the moniker "Big Brother" to describe Ben's character in the first part of the film. While these choices may seem obvious enough -Griffith was after all intent on implanting the drives of national history in a melodramatic family narrative -they also reveal the extent to which Griffith's strategies of adaptation suggested a regression to, and obsession with, the emotional landscape of his own postbellum childhood.
Griffith's stake in rewriting Reconstructionist history was inextricable from his attempt to deal with the ambivalent legacy of his father, an ex-Confederate soldier, "wanderer, drinker, gambler, and storyteller," who had been "wounded in mythic exploits during the Civil War." 25 Born in Kentucky in 1875, Griffith paid homage to his father through The Birth of a Nation by resurrecting the defeated paternal figure in the guise of the heroic Little Colonel (274). There may, however, be still another missing link that can help account for Griffith's designation of the symbolic father of the Klan first as Big Brother and, later, as the Little Colonel.
Namesakes: The Genealogy of Our Little Colonels
Through her series, The Little Colonel, Annie Fellows Johnston (born in 1853 in Indiana) became one of the most popular Southern writers at the turn of the century. Like Griffith, Johnston was nostalgic for the Old South and the antebellum race relations "destroyed" by Reconstruction. After visiting her husband's family in the Pewee Valley in Kentucky, she "so fell in love with the area, with its atmosphere of leisure and aristocracy left over from the days of slavery," that she eventually returned to make it her permanent home. Johnston spent most of her literary career attempting to recreate the antiquated class and race hierarchies she discovered in Oldham County in children's literature set in the period immediately following the Civil War. 26 Johnston's first book, Big Brother, was published in 1893. This melodramatic tale of suffering concerned the fate of two orphaned children: the "darling boy" Robin and his dutiful ten-year-old "Big Brother." Through a series of tragic misadventures, Johnston's grieving Big Brother proves his virtue through his loyalty to his helpless brother, which, as Johnston notes, exceeds "brotherly devotion," resembling "almost the tenderness of mother-love." 27 Following the success of Big Brother, Johnston went on to write The Little Colonel series, based loosely on the life of a child whom Johnston had met in the 1890s. The real-life Little Colonel was Hattie Cochran, a stubborn five-year-old child whose feisty spirit and bully mannerisms resembled that of her grandfather, an old-time Confederate colonel who had fought in the Civil War. The publication of the first Little Colonel book coincided with the birth of moving pictures in 1895. Its popularity was so immense that Johnston wrote twelve more volumes featuring the Little Colonel, all published throughout the "primitive" years of silent cinema.
The likelihood that Griffith was familiar with Johnston's work is very high. Not only was Johnston one of the most popular authors of the time (her work sold millions of copies and was translated into more than forty languages) but her books were also set in the same county in which Griffith had been born. In fact, both Johnston and Griffith lived in Kentucky in the late 1890s and returned to purchase homes in Oldham County around 1910, a fact that made them neighbors of sorts. 28 Between 1893 and 1896, Griffith had worked at Flexner's, Louisville's leading bookstore, where he certainly would have come into contact with Johnston's bestselling children's novellas. Indeed, Griffith and Johnston remain the most famous residents of Oldham County; their pictures abut on the Oldham County Historical Society's Web site. 29 Sacrificing himself for his younger sibling's well being, Johnston's cloying, feminized Big Brother is the unheralded model for Griffith's Ben, who, after he loses his sister, vows revenge on blacks, discarding his doting, maternal approach for phallic, genocidal violence. Like Griffith himself, whose father had died when he was only ten, Johnston's fictional Big Brother was orphaned and abandoned to a life of wandering and hardship. Like Johnston's first protagonist, Griffith's Big Brother's vow to ensure the safety of "sorry little waifs" everywhere leads him to shed his first identityas melodramatic nurturer -and assume the more empowered identity of Johnston's second protagonist, the Little Colonel.
Within this seemingly benign transformation from Big Brother to the Little Colonel lies a significant key to the wishfulfillment structure of Griffith's scenario. Through his metamorphosis from feminized sufferer to masculine avenger, Griffith's Little Colonel enacted a trajectory that the director himself attempted to make by rewriting the history of Reconstruction, and the story of his own father's defeat. By borrowing character names and traits from Johnston's nostalgic fantasy world, Griffith attempted to make his own journey from fatherless wanderer to invulnerable warrior. As Johnston's Little Colonel has all the bravado and courage of her Civil War hero grandfather, so Griffith's Little Colonel regressively suggests the son's desire to be just like the father. By naming the virile part of Ben's split self after Johnston's five-year-old hero, Griffith writes himself, or at least his ego ideal, into the film and into his father. In light of this namesake, Birth's colonel is "little" less because Walthall was diminutive than because Griffith sought to merge a heroic version of himself, the imitative son, with the patriarchal figure he so generously and dangerously endowed.
It is as the Little Colonel that Flora's big brother sutures the wounded nation through white supremacy. Yet as one wound is healed, another is torn open. According to Birth's paranoid logic of retribution, bestowing the phallus on Ben necessitates removing the penis from Gus. In one of the most incendiary scenes in the entire film, which was eventually omitted after much protest, Gus is castrated and his corpse publicly displayed as a warning to other potential black "rapists." 30 If miscegenation is the "weakness" that "blight[s] a nation," then Griffith's grand gesture of coitus interruptus violently withdraws the black phallus the moment it threatens to transgress acceptable boundaries.
Destroying the potential for black fatherhood through castration, Griffith secures white patriarchy through incest. Following his necrophilic embrace of his own Little Sister, the Little Colonel births an endless horde of Klan offspring, whose identical costumes obscure all differences from their "Father." Not only is the threat of miscegenation allayed but genetic purity is fetishized through the reproduction of identical Klansmen. Though Ben eventually weds Elsie Stoneman in a marriage that politically unites North and South, the union that has been of "reproductive" consequence has been that between Ben and his sister.
In its incestuous, pedophilic resolution of racial impurity, Birth purports to solve the dilemma of miscegenation. Yet as the various regional subplots are tied up at the end of the film, several questions remain, submerged deep in the film's racial unconscious. For in its desperate literalization of the relationship between penis and phallus, Birth unwittingly opens white masculinity up to scrutiny. Clearly, the violent erasure of black agency enables Ben's assumption of power, but how does this transference actually work?
Oddly, the very designation intended to announce Ben's assumption of phallic power calls attention to his own inadequacy. Like his vulnerable sister, Ben bears the diminutive description "little," an appellation that both feminizes and infantilizes him. As Guerrero has pointed out, "The insecurity and economic turmoil rampant through the postbellum South had undermined the white southern male's role as provider," depreciating his already bruised sense of manhood. 31 The designation "Little Colonel" calls attention to this at the same time that the Klan's "fanatical campaign to save White Womanhood" attempts to restore it (12) .
The shared moniker "Little" suggests Ben's overidentification with his sister. Not only does the name emasculate Ben by suggesting his lack of sexual prowess but it also links him irrevocably to Flora, whose victimized identity he and Griffith have metaphorically consumed. In Birth's pathologic, the arrival of the prophylactic specter of hooded Klansmen prevents the imagined defilement of white women by dark, presumably virile men. Yet like Sigmund Freud's conception of the sexual fetish, the Klansman's hooded robe both disavows and calls attention to the insufficiently phallic body it attempts to conceal. At the end of the film, the anxieties regarding white phallic insufficiency remain -despite the Klan's momentous effort to terrorize the black population into submission. Set on a postbellum plantation in Kentucky, The Little Colonel revisits both the scene of Griffith's birthplace and his groundbreaking Civil War epic. Not only does the film's title -taken from Johnston's story -recall the heroic protagonist of Birth but the film actually also attempts to reconcile the problem of Northern and Southern relations, albeit through different, less conspicuously violent means. By marrying a Yankee gentleman, the Southern belle Elizabeth Lloyd (Evelyn Venable) has incurred the wrath of her stern father (Lionel Barrymore), a retired Confederate colonel. Familial tensions reign until Elizabeth's adorable daughter Lloyd Sherman (Temple) manages to charm her grandfather's heart and reconcile the family and the still divided nation it represents.
Miniature as she may have been, Temple's "Little Colonel" packed a mighty, racist punch. With the combined force of Griffith's Little Sister and the Ku Klux Klan whose charge Big Brother led, Temple's Little Colonel was the perfect -because unlikelyfigure on which to rewrite the founding myth of America's "racial, sexual, and national narrative." 32 Explicitly endowed with Griffith's legacy of racist white patriarchal power through her nickname "the Little Colonel" and her inherited mission to reunite northern and southern whiteness at the expense of blacks, Temple's infantile innocence nonetheless established her star persona as beyond ideological reproach.
As Shirley Temple Black explained in her autobiography, Child Star, it was Griffith himself who "approached Fox executives with the 'controversial idea' to add the transgressive black presence to her films." 33 Temple Black remembers Griffith saying, "There is nothing, absolutely nothing, calculated to raise the gooseflesh on the back of an audience more than that of a white girl in relation to Negroes" (90). Of course, this was not the first time that Griffith had put his finger on the throbbing pulse of America's racial imagination. Yet whereas Birth had incensed the African American community with its repulsive depictions of black people, Temple's features with Robinson seemed far more benign. 34 The interracial, intergenerational romance formula defined Temple's film cycle with Robinson. Yet rather than presenting interracial desire as a catalyst to melodramatic catastrophe and racist violence, as Birth had done, Temple's films suggested that interracial harmony could extend to intergenerational intimacy. Griffith's desire to witness and then punish the taboo act of interracial sex was transferred, in The Little Colonel, to the more manageable desire to watch Shirley and Bojangles dance. For it was through dance that American audiences' desire to see black and white bodies touching on screen was first satisfied. It is hardly a figment of our present pedophilic imagination that sees the "innocent" spectacle of Temple and Robinson moving together in harmony as an intensely sexualized site of interracial desire. When The Little Colonel was previewed by audiences in the South, the famous staircase dance -in which Robinson and Temple touched fingers as they danced up to bed -had to be cut "to avoid social offense and assure wide distribution." 35 In Temple's highly constructed star persona, her "innocence" and vulnerability disavow the seductive lure and phallic charge she regularly exercises in her films. This duality is elucidated by revisiting the aforementioned crisis of nomenclature that comes Downloaded from https://read.dukeupress.edu/camera-obscura/article-pdf/24/3 (72)/1/401060/CO243_01_Osterweil.pdf by guest on 16 February 2019 to a head in The Little Colonel. Here, following Johnston's book, it is Temple's character to whom the phallic moniker is applied. 36 Yet if The Little Colonel can be regarded as Hollywood's reenvisioning of its own racist past, then how can we unpack the significance of this transference?
As both Rogin and James Snead have pointed out, the Temple-Robinson films "feature an interracial couple that, generated out of an absent or disabled father, heals white family disruption." 37 It is precisely this gap left by the missing, disabled, or feminized father -so resonant for Depression-era America -that Temple's character is constructed to fill. For while it is true that Uncle Billy was often called on to fulfill parental tasks in the absence of Temple's white parents, it is important to recognize how restricted his role as caretaker was. Robinson's character is "so much more mammy than man" that he is able to nurture the white child without threatening the dominant phallic order. 38 This feminization also effectively sterilizes him, as his self-sacrifice prevents Robinson from assuming the role of patriarch for either the white family or a black family of his own. This symbolic neutering ensures black infertility as efficiently as Birth's literal castration and shadows the practices of racially motivated sterilization used in 1935 by the US government, particularly in the South, to control African American populations. 39 With the black male servant forbidden to assume the role of patriarch, Temple herself charges into the task. Blacks may be instrumental, but it is Temple's wit, courage, and smarts that resolve familial and sometimes national crises. Her "phallic empowerment" is evident not only through her explicit identification with Birth's patriarchal savior but also through her behavior in the plantation films, in which she is often put "in charge of regimented adults." 40 Yet opting to bestow phallic power on the white child rather than on the eligible black male was not just a strategic method for avoiding black empowerment and the threat of miscegenation. On the contrary, this maneuver had racial, sexual, and symbolic urgency, even beyond its function to keep black men out of the regime of power by any means necessary.
Bestowing phallic power onto Temple's characters disavowed the threat of castration for Depression-era audiences confronted with the spectacle of male inadequacy. By creating an androgynous child whose phallic sufficiency is constantly asserted, Hollywood affirmed the fortitude of the body politic while dispelling fears of sexual difference. Since Temple's characters demonstrate none of the "psychical consequences" that Freud so notoriously attributed to the anatomical difference between the sexes, her films retain the possibility (always illusive and elusive) of corporeal and symbolic wholeness. Temple never identifies with the degraded, disempowered mother who stars in Freud's scenario of castration. In fact, as Temple's orphaned character proudly insists in Rebecca of Sunny brook Farm, "I'm very self-sufficient!" which may be interpreted as, being complete onto herself (not castrated), she has no use for a castrated maternal figure with whom to identify. As Temple often turns out to be the breadwinner, her "self-sufficiency" is indeed gendered male.
Of course, to speak of the psychosexual dimension of Temple's androgynous appeal without addressing its racial implications in The Little Colonel would be to miss the point. What is so startling about the shared namesake of the "Little Colonel" is that the 1935 film conflates the figures of Birth's Big Brother and Little Sister in Temple's character, so that she represents both the vulnerable site of interracial desire and its phallic, racist resolution. Although the entire film pivots on this conflation, the transformation of Little Sister into Big Brother correlates, symbolically, to an actual scene in The Little Colonel in which Temple reenacts a traditional black baptism in a mud puddle with her two black playmates, Henry Clay and Lily. Reminiscent of the scene in Birth when Ben first realizes the utility of white sheets by discovering Flora disguised in them, Temple steals her grandfather's white sheets to substitute for the holy garb she has witnessed in the black religious ritual. Later in this scene we will see Temple "blackening" herself -"both literally in the mud, and figuratively by assuming the blacks' religious ritual" (54) .
In this scene, Temple proceeds to "save" Henry by dunking him backward into the mud puddle. When she asks whether Henry has been saved, he responds negatively. Temple dunks him again.
When Henry comes up for air a second time, Temple repeats her question. This time, the little boy has learned a valuable lesson of discipline and punishment. Henry anxiously replies that it has worked, as the promise of "salvation" by Temple's Little Colonel invokes the threat of more suffering. When Temple's irate grandfather discovers his white granddaughter slumming in the mud with her black playmates, the black children flee in a panic. It is clear that they are "afeard" of the draconian Southern authority that he represents. And yet it is this very authority that is being replaced and reimagined in the film. All fuss and no force, the old man's injunctions are impotent. Temple's are not.
If The Little Colonel can be read as an unconscious attempt to resolve Birth, then at the literal or chronological level, the "Big" colonel, played by Barrymore, can be considered a later incarnation of Birth's Little Colonel, now retired and aging. And yet here the idealistic, racist "virtues" that made the Little Colonel the hero of Birth have been rendered anachronistic and decrepit by the South's defeat in the Civil War, Reconstruction, and the evolution of Hollywood's own codes of representation. In this scene, the white sheets once worn by the colonel have been trashed by blacks and Northerners. The film's revealing reference to grandfather's sheets suggests both his imagined participation in the Klan and the point of view that regards Reconstruction as a blight on the traditional values of the South. Moreover, the aging colonel is appalled by his own granddaughter's decision to associate with and behave like blacks -an anxiety that references the unavoidable popularity of black cultural forms in American mass entertainment of the 1930s. "When I am going to see you look like little girls should," he demands, "fresh and dainty as a flower?!" When, in other words, was Temple going to start looking and behaving like the typical Griffith ingenue -running around "like a goose with its head off, crying 'oooooh . . . the little birds!' "? 41 By the 1930s, the melodramatic mode of Birth's racist model of genetic purity had become as antiquated as the histrionic performance styles contained within Griffith's films. By substituting Temple's adorable authority for her grandfather's outdated influenceall the while suggesting that she nonetheless was the true, vital inheritor of his once imposing phallic charge -The Little Colonel supplied a new, cuter face for white power. Rather than fearing blacks and trying to eradicate them, Temple's Little Colonel knew how to use blacks, to imitate them, to "save" them, to subjugate them, and perhaps most important, to embody them.
It is through the perverse baptism of black children into "Klansmen" that Temple herself assumes the awesome, mythicized power that the name "Little Colonel" implies. Through Temple's on-screen appropriation of blackness, Hollywood manufactured a more potent whiteness, one that merged the power of black spirituality and feeling with Griffith's legacy. By literally and spiritually blacking up Temple, Hollywood endowed her star persona with a changeling capacity that allowed her to play a multiplicity of roles in the American film industry's updated miscegenation scenario. Thus Temple's characters could range from innocent white child to lascivious female, white phallic savior, racial mulatto, and black minstrel -all within the same film. Indeed, it is through her on-screen assumption of blackness that Temple is able to make the transition from vulnerable white child to wielder of white power. This transformation, which mirrors the transformation through blackface that Rogin discusses in his analysis of The Jazz Singer (dir. Alan Crosland, US, 1927), empowers Temple, allowing her "to exchange selves rather than fixing [her] in the one where [s]he began." 42 Like that of the Klansmen she innocently, accidentally imitates, Temple's magical potency derives from her ability to appear as something she is not -by performing a racial and sexual masquerade.
By orchestrating the donning of white sheets on her own miniature army, Temple inherits the legacy of Birth's Little Colonel to organize a regiment of white power. The irony that her chosen "Klansmen" are black suggests both the racial schizophrenia of the text as a whole and the Little Colonel's efficiency as a leader. For unlike the African Americans in Birth, who must be violently coerced into subjugation, the African Americans in The Little Colo nel are presented as eager participants in their own subordination. Since they are only "playing" (again, the film insists on its own innocence), it is possible to show the unthinkable -black children as mock Klansmen. After all, in Hollywood's dominant plantation Downloaded from https://read.dukeupress.edu/camera-obscura/article-pdf/24/3 (72)/1/401060/CO243_01_Osterweil.pdf by guest on 16 February 2019 fantasy, blacks are portrayed as too dumb to know better than to mobilize racist ideology against themselves, and too devoted to resist their mistress's demeaning authority. And yet this "playing" extends to the ideological game at the heart of Temple's and Robinson's films. For in the potentially dangerous absence of a viable white patriarch to lead the text toward white supremacist resolution, blacks had to be shown to cooperate with their own domination. Through their amazing ability to enact a variety of ideological, sexual, and psychic positions, Temple's characters were mobilized to show America how painless racial subjugation could be.
By representing both the Little Colonel, or phallic savior, and the Little Sister, or imperiled site of white femininity, Temple's character could elicit, satisfy, and contain the illicit desire to see miscegenation on screen without suffering any of the dangerous consequences. Unlike helpless Flora and Elsie Stoneman before her, this little Colonel was so "self-sufficient" that she did not even require the last-minute ride to the rescue by the white patriarch that, as Birth paradoxically demonstrated, was not always successful. For in contrast to the "too late" temporality of Birth's primal scene, the temporal structure of The Little Colonel is always right on time. As The Little Colonel was made after it was already historically "too late" (for slavery, for the Confederacy, for the racial codes of the Old South, nearly for Griffith), this utopian projection of perfect temporal coincidence can be read as a compensatory gesture meant to disavow the obsolescence of the film's antiquated setting.
The film's perfect temporal structure is evidenced through the exact rhythm of Temple's and Robinson's historic pas de deux, which -like the pornographic spectacles Linda Williams analyzes -always presents its performers as perfectly in sync with each other's moves and desires. 43 This temporal structure is also evidenced through the way in which the black man has been trained to arrive right on time when it comes to entertaining his little mistress, and to depart the moment his "romantic" overtures threaten to overflow acceptable boundaries. With Temple functioning as her own police force (indeed, there was such a thing as the Shirley Temple Police Force, approved by her friend and admirer J. Edgar Hoover), there was no longer any danger that the white child would be pushed off the cliff of interracial desire. 44 By being eminently capable of defending herself, Temple's persona eliminated the need for the white savior's ride to the rescue.
The Not-So-Tragic Mulatto
In The Little Colonel, Temple's character is presented as a mediating force between North and South, male and female, adult and child, and, perhaps most important, between black and white. Born of a Southern mother and a Northern father, Temple's character is uniquely capable of negotiating the regional conflict at the heart of this revisionary narrative. Although Lloyd Sherman has been named a union colonel at the opening of the film, her natural sympathies are clearly in Dixie -a sentiment confirmed by Temple's role as a Confederate rebel in The Littlest Rebel, also directed by Butler and released in the same year. Dressed in pinafores and topped with a head of blond curls, Temple is the cinematic heir to all Southern belles of the silent era. Yet beneath Temple's perfect Southern belle appearance, there are several crucial differences. Since she does not embody white womanhood but instead white childhood, she exists in a liminal space where interracial play is deemed acceptable. She delights in, rather than fears, the erotic gaze of the African Americans who surround her. After all, in the pedophilic world created by Temple's films, the special bond between adult male and female child is so sacred that it trumps nearly all the social, racial, regional, and generational boundaries that harshly delineated the scope of adult sexual desire during the same era.
Since one of the central goals of Temple's films was to manufacture desire for the child's body, the pedophilic gaze was permitted to extend beyond American cinema's traditionally white male point of view to encompass the desiring look of all men. In the Big White House that Zanuck built, Temple can and does convince any man to do anything she wants, regardless of their race, class, or social standing. Like Mae West, Temple knew what she wanted and always achieved it. And like West, Temple always managed to seduce the men around her, procuring everything she desired. Circumventing the limitations imposed by her social stature, Temple exchanged physical affection for benefits that she could not obtain in other ways. With her beloved Daddy perennially wrapped around her finger, Temple was free to collect other amorous daddies to do her bidding, including her eternally faithful black manservant, a collection of irate military generals, gamblers, thieves, Wall Street bankers, Uncle Sam, and even Honest Abe himself. (In a scene from The Littlest Rebel, the miniature insurgent manages to seduce Abraham Lincoln into forgiving her Confederate father for treason by sitting on the president's lap and sharing an apple with him in an "innocent" parody of the biblical parable.)
As long as the doting gaze of all nonwhite men remained concentrated on the white child (and did not stray to their adult counterparts), Temple's films could flirt with interracial intimacy without suffering the imagined consequences to white hegemony. As in the relationship between the child Huck Finn and the escaped slave Jim in Mark Twain's masterpiece, the on-screen relationship between Temple's and Robinson's characters was sanctified so long as Temple remained a child. As long as Temple's adolescence could be deferred, and the signs of her sexual maturation eliminated, her relationship with older and frequently nonwhite men was presumed innocent. Thus the fantasy of interracial, intergenerational romance was both suggested and contained in Temple's prepubescent frame.
In Birth, Griffith constructed the mulatto character Silas Lynch as a greater threat to racial purity and white womanhood than Gus. Endowed with official power and wielding the disguise of his light skin, Silas was characterized by cunning and cruel ambition. Whereas Gus was depicted as a depraved Negro unable to control his own illicit desires and hysterical body, Silas was calculating and composed -an intellectual threat as well as a physical one. As Robert Lang has argued, Silas is "essentially" evil, as his villainy originates from his birth as "a demonized product of miscegenation." 45 For unlike the powerless figure of the tragic female mulatta that had been in cinematic currency since 1912, the dangerous male mulatto that Silas embodied wielded political and sexual power in the sphere of white privilege; in this sense, Silas "is worse than black" (18). 46 In a different and yet comparable way, Temple can also be regarded as a mulatto character -one who is neither tragic nor dangerous but alluring and omnipotent. Although her skin tone is never less than pearly white, Temple can be considered ideologically and corporeally "mixed" in the sense of being a racially mediating and mediated figure. Like Silas, Temple's racial identity existed on the borders between the black and white worlds of the Old South. As Snead has argued, "The genius of Shirley Temple characters lies in the way in which they have become disciplined negotiators between two opposing worlds," utilizing skills of mediation that have been undoubtedly enhanced by the expropriation of blackness. 47 Like Silas, Temple's characters exerted a compelling, sometimes tyrannical, and always magical power over blacks and whites. Yet Temple's "intimate connection with racial Others" extended beyond affection and authority to affinity. 48 While the films that she starred in never went so far as to suggest that Temple's genetic structure was of mixed blood (although they sometimes stopped just short of this), they did overemphasize Temple's ability to be at home in the black world populated by house servants, livery keepers, maids, mammies, children, doormen, and, of course, her "Uncle" Billy. Among the "black low-lifers" whose company Temple affably kept, "there was always a sense of community," if not familiarity. 49 Indeed, it can be argued that Temple was a star because she was an idealized combination of what were (and still are) considered both black and white attributes.
Like her Uncle Billy, Temple had rhythm; she could dance. To borrow terms from Zora Neale Hurston's 1942 Glossary of Har lem Slang, if Temple was "high yaller" in appearance, then she was "inky dink" inside. 50 Rather than showing the labor involved in her apprenticeship with Robinson, films such as The Little Colonel emphasized the way in which Temple took to traditionally black forms of dance like tap seemingly instinctively and almost immediately. Dancing emerged from Temple's diminutive frame "naturally," an innate force that spoke to and of the "essence" of blackness within. Even before Uncle Billy was finished teaching her, Temple got it. She could move her feet and her body like a black performer. Topped with her famous head of curls, and dressed alternately in rags, "mammy" kerchiefs, and dazzling pinafores, Temple was constructed as a racially liminal figure, someone who could move through the permeable boundaries between the races. Armed with black corporeal talent and white diplomatic smarts, Temple's onscreen persona was characterized by the kind of do-it-yourself spirit that has long characterized those marginalized groups that are compelled -because of institutionalized inequalities -to make do with the crumbs they are offered.
Although Temple engaged in black forms of dancing in nearly all her films, the most famous iteration of her "natural" black talent remains the infamous stair dance sequence in The Little Colonel. This scene is, in many ways, the one in Temple's oeuvre that most directly attempts to resolve the quandary of miscegenation that Birth presented in its primal scene of interracial desire. The setup for the scene is innocent enough. Exhibiting the stubborn behavior that is her character's hallmark, Temple's Lloyd Sherman refuses to go to bed, although her grandfather has ordered her to do so. (Again, his authority is obsolete; he cannot even control a small child.) Ever present to appease the child, Robinson promises Temple that he will show her "a brand new way to go upstairs."
Robinson proceeds to perform his extraordinary "stair dance" in which he wiggles, shimmies, gyrates, and taps his way up the stairs leading toward her bedroom. His urbane face assumes a mask of gleaming subservience. With arched eyebrows, wide eyes, an exaggerated toothy smile, and his eternally dancing feet, Robinson transforms his body into the essence of blackface so perfectly that burnt cork would prove excessive. Like the slaves (white performers in blackface) who cannot help but dance in Porter's Uncle Tom's Cabin -regardless of the tragic fate that awaits them on the auction block -Robinson is one part loyal Tom and one part dancing fool. Although he knows that his master will punish him, he could not be happier. His body knows no consequence or pain. He is -to use a word Robinson himself claims to have popularized -copacetic. 51 Enthralled with the spectacle of the black man dancing, Temple immediately wants to do it too. As Freud might say, the little girl knows "in a flash" what she lacks and therefore desires. Yet here, in contrast to Freud's scenario of penis envy, Temple has racial envy: she wants to dance just like black people do. Shirley and Bojangles commence, moving in perfect unison, delighted by the rhythms of each other's bodies. "You sure do learn fast!" says the master to the pupil who is really his master. And sure enough, Temple is a natural. An inserted close-up isolates their dancing feet -his in shiny black tap shoes, hers in black stockings and shoes. There is the realization that Temple does indeed have black dancing feet, and for all we know from this shot, where the telltale signs of her white body remain outside the frame, she could be Robinson's own daughter -except, of course, that the Little Colonel takes up so much of Uncle Billy's time and affection that he is not allowed to have a child of his own.
In this famous scene, Lloyd's desire to have the black man is announced as the desire to be just like him, and indeed, both desires are evident here. True to the genre, their history-making dance is also a mythical one, fulfilling all the utopian qualities Jane Feuer has noted in her astute discussion of the musical: the myth of spontaneity (dancing just erupts naturally), the myth of integration (successful performances imply success in life), and the myth of audience (anybody can do it; everybody can participate). 52 Spontaneous because it is impermissible, their historic dance presents an image of integration in more ways than one.
This instance of interracial harmony does not go unpunished. Immediately afterward, the colonel arrives and demands to know "what is going on around here?!" The pair rushes up to bed, Robinson noting afterward that that was the fastest his feet ever moved. Though it remains unstated in the film, his fear references his just-in-time evasion of the horrific punishments black men have historically undergone when suspected of relations with white women.
And yet, the colonel has arrived too late, because it has already happened. Though Temple and Robinson have not had sexual intercourse, they have danced together. The colonel hollers at Robinson for being too close to the door of his granddaughter's bedroom, but the illicit fantasy of interracial intimacy has already been visualized. The black man and the white girl have been caught in the bedroom together -a fantasy that Uncle Tom's Cabin rendered tragic by making the bedroom scene the site of Little Eva's death. Here, however, it is Eros rather than Thanatos that articulates the mise-en-scène; when the Little Colonel cuddles up with her little black dog, there is a sense that it is a poor substitution for Robinson himself.
The white girl's desire for the kind of physical intimacy she is denied by her grandfather has been sated by the dazzling black man whose physical talents far outshine those of any of his white male counterparts. If we look to insights from Linda Williams's revealing comparison of musical dance numbers with the sexual numbers in pornography, it becomes possible to read this interracial dancing scene as a historic precursor to the interracial sex scenes that could not and would not be shown on mainstream American screens for four more decades. 53 In many cases, Temple's films were not content to merely suggest the uncanny and inexplicable nature of the child's dancing talent. On the contrary, they gestured beyond it to her very birthright. A narrative staple of the Temple feature is her status as an orphan. While the trope of maternal death is most often exploited to free up her father's libidinal affection for the child, in many of her most famous films, Temple's character is deprived of both of her natural parents, who are either proclaimed deceased or have gone missing. Lang, US, 1939) , to name but a few. While these films can be read as a kind of perverse wish fulfillment, in which Freud's scenario of the family romance is made possible by the elimination of both natural parents, it also renders the situation of Temple's birth ambiguous enough to accommodate a range of interpretive possibilities. As long as Temple's screen parents stayed out of the picture, she was free to create familial relationships with adults of her own choosing -whether a handsome white "daddy" or her devoted "uncle" Billy.
By 1934, the possibility of a girl who looked resolutely white but was in fact African American had been presented to Depressionera American audiences in the first screen version of Fannie Hurst's best-selling novel, Imitation of Life (dir. John M. Stahl, US, 1934). (Coincidentally, Imitation also presented mother and daughter as competing objects of desire for the film's leading man -a dramatic point of contention and melodramatic source of suffering that Temple's films neatly resolve by removing the mother figure entirely.) While I am not suggesting that Temple's character was literally supposed to be taken as a mulatta character in the way of Imitation's Peola Johnson, the conventional orphan plot of Temple's films deliberately left open the possibility of Temple's origins to enable spectators to project their own desires onto the child. That these desires should include the fantasy of interracial reproduction should come as no surprise in a nation whose founding myths were inextricable from the histories of slavery and racial and ethnic assimilation.
Unlike Peola, whose tragic destiny stemmed from her inability to completely pass as white, Temple's characters can pass through the racial boundaries of society as if they were nothing more than a revolving door. Whereas Peola's racial identity was confused, Temple's characters paradoxically seemed to possess both an essential blackness and a natural whiteness -a contradiction never problematized by her films. Since her characters' "inner blackness" did not stem from her actual blood but from her adaptable character, she could only benefit and never suffer from the black attributes she called forth so naturally.
Untainted by black blood, this figure could nevertheless put blackness on like a mask when it was beneficial, and remove it when it was time to be the perfect little white girl again. This, in fact, is exactly what she does in both plantation films. When she is forced to hide from the Union soldiers who have burst into her Southern plantation house in The Littlest Rebel, Temple's character Virgie ingeniously puts on blackface and hides with a group of trembling black children in a broom closet. When her masquerade is discovered, she is able to charm the soldiers with her brazen defiance, regarded by the soldiers as adorable pluck. As can be expected, the truly black children hiding beside her do not make out so well. As Snead argues, "Though identified with blacks, Shirley retains all of the privileges of whites." 54 In Dimples, Temple plays an orphaned street performer living in nineteenth-century New York with her Fagin-like grandfather, the pickpocketing Professor Appleby (Frank Morgan). Set in the depression of the 1850s, but made in 1936, Dimples is clearly intended as an allegory of the Great Depression -one that promises to resolve the real conflicts of the day with a nostalgic return to an imaginary world of racial harmony before the outbreak of the Civil War. Yet though the title card historically situates the story in the context of the abolition struggle, the film itself ignores the radical message of abolition through its construction of a white world that benefits from the exploitation of African Americans, both on screen and off.
Beholden to her grandfather, Temple earns money by fronting a group of black and white child street performers, from whose talents she profits. Never mind that Grandpa is well-off enough to possess an unruly black servant (played by Stepin Fetchit), whom he insults and abuses in the very manner that William Shakespeare's Prospero molests Caliban. Temple's character sets out to save America from economic hardship by demonstrating how to exploit blacks with impunity. As in many of Temple's films, in Dimples, a benefactress discovers Temple's character and adopts her. Problems ensue when "Dimples" is given a role in the legitimate theater and her grandfather absconds with the production's finances.
All seems lost until Temple endears herself in her heartwrenching performance as Little Eva in Uncle Tom's Cabin. Flanked on all sides by moaning, singing slaves in blackface, Temple's Little Eva shines a beaming white light into the audience, earning forgiveness for her grandfather, stardom for herself, financial success for the production, harmony in her family, and spectatorial plea-sure for all. Indeed, it is the melodramatic bedroom scene of Eva's death, attended by the kneeling Uncle Tom, whom Eva sets free in her dying wishes, which serves as the linchpin for the production's success. As in Birth and The Little Colonel, the central spectacle of interracial love between a black man and a white girl captivates the imagination of spectators and proposes to resolve the dilemmas of white society. But this love has again been desensualized. Unlike the stair dance in The Little Colonel, here the staging of black and white intimacy is rendered melodramatic and tragic rather than playful and erotic. Robinson has been removed from the bedroom, and the allure of black male sexuality is repressed through the deliberate quotation of earlier, less dangerous forms of racial intimacy.
The irony of Little Eva liberating her devoted slave in the film's diegetic performance is multifold. Not only do Dimples and her grandfather maintain their own black servant in lowly servitude but in the film's production, the inequities of black labor remain unchallenged. While it can be argued that Temple's films helped promote black performers such as Robinson by providing on-screen venues to showcase their talents, these films hardly liberated black performers from their subservient roles. By nurturing talent for which whites alone were recognized, Temple's African American costars became enlisted agents in what Eric Lott has described as the "love and theft" of their own cultural forms. 55 This is reified in both the actual production of the film, which employs Robinson not as a star but as the offscreen choreographer, and in its diegetic finale, in which Dimples helps celebrate the show's success by leading what is announced as the first minstrel show in New York. 56 This culminating scene marks the completion of the journey from The Birth of a Nation to The Little Colonel and back again. Coming full circle, Temple's petite figure emerges amid a sea of cork-black, big-lipped faces, played in part by the Hall Johnson Negro Choir, which first became renowned for their performance -without blackface makeup -of Negro spirituals in the theatrical and film versions of The Green Pastures (dir. Mark Connelly and William Keighley, US, 1936) and, later, Cabin in the Sky (dir. Vincente Minelli, US, 1943). Temple is dressed almost identically to her supporting cast, in a pale tuxedo and top hat, performing dance moves borrowed from the Robinson repertoire. Inaugurating this "new form of entertainment from the South" as a national rather than regional entertainment, Dimples's final performance is part Dietrich, part Robinson, and part Fetchit, whose doltish idiom she imitates as she conducts a bevy of blacked-up faces and dancing bodies. As in many of Temple's films, here the child star is sex goddess, mulatta colonel, and minstrel all wrapped into one "innocent" little package. By demeaning black performers through blackface, Dimples regresses completely to Birth's racist logic. But here, there is no longer any mystification. Temple reduces the pioneering Hall Johnson Choir to a parody of blackness designed to accommodate the perverse fantasies of whites. The result is not "shameless bathos," as the New York Times reported, but shameful exploitation. 57 In an era in which screen minstrelsy was on its way out and black performers were on their way in (albeit in often demeaning roles), Dimples nostalgically returned to the nineteenth-century Borrowing from a tradition of black cultural forms, Temple's final stage piece enacts a wish fulfillment in which real blacks are put back in their place (buried under burnt cork or completely absent) and white performers are applauded for their racial appropriations. Even the general cultural knowledge that it was Robinson who taught Temple all her celebrated moves is disavowed by the film, which insists that Dimples's white, racist grandfather taught his "pupil" all the theatrical arts she has mastered.
DuCille concludes her article on Temple by arguing that "despite the irony of her married name [Black] , Shirley Temple can never be black." 58 Perhaps it is more apt to argue that Temple's characters can always be black, when it suits them, protects them, or is simply more fun than being white, and must never be black, when it means suffering the social, emotional, economic, and political consequences of inhabiting a racist society. If, as Rogin has argued, Birth offered "a regeneration through violence" and "the grinning Jazz Singer minstrelsy mask kill[ed] blacks with kindness," then Temple's films killed blacks with cuteness -a cuteness poised, like the child star who embodied them, between innocence and lasciviousness.
Notes
This essay is dedicated to the memory of Michael Rogin, beloved friend, mentor, scholar, and inspiration. 22. As Lillian Gish has noted in her autobiography, she was not Griffith's first choice for the role of Elsie Stoneman. It was only when the more full-figured Blanche Sweet went "missing" during production and Gish was given the opportunity to audition for the role that the enhanced force of implied pedophilic desire was discovered by the director. As Gish recalls, "I was very blonde and fragile-looking. The contrast with the dark man evidently pleased Mr. Griffith, for he said in front of everyone, 'Maybe she would be more effective than the more mature figure I had in mind.' He didn't tell us then, but I think the role was mine from that moment." Lillian Gish 43. In her article, "Film Bodies: Gender, Genre, Excess," the film theorist Linda Williams writes, "Non-sadomasochistic pornography attempts to posit the utopian fantasy of perfect temporal coincidence: a subject and object (or seducer and seduced) who meet one another 'on time!' and 'now!' in shared moments of mutual pleasure that it is the special challenge of the genre to portray." This article was reprinted in Film Genre 
